
 
 
 

Free Seminar: 
After Netflix, Pandora & Spotify: Streaming Your  

Favorite Music in an Easy, Ultra-Convenient Manner 
 
Streaming is the new way of life for entertainment: you stream movies, TV shows and music. 
Everyone streams media, now, and with tens of millions of music tracks available, it’s a delight 
to discover new music. But it’s important to have the best in streaming equipment — especially 
as its now designed for easy operation by anyone!.  
 
When you stream media, digital content is sent in compressed form over the Internet and played 
immediately, rather than being saved to the hard drive. A user does not have to wait to 
download a file to play it - it’s instantaneous! As long as you have a good Wi-Fi connection, that 
is.  When you stream music from a high-performing system, like the ALTAIR, you use music 
source apps like Pandora, Spotify, or Tidal and receive impeccable sound quality.  
 
Atlanta’s Sight+Sound Gallery presents: The AudioTactic Summer Steaming Series 2016. 
Each month we will have a different free specialty event where you can come to the 
Sight+Sound Gallery, experience “Hands On” music media streaming via a fully featured — yet 
affordable — Hi-Fi audio system, and enjoy entertainment with music-loving individuals like 
yourself.  
 
For the entire month of July, Sight+Sound Gallery has been selected to exclusively feature the 
AURALiC ALTAIR Streaming DAC for your first-look and exclusive viewing. This high-quality 
system is a music streamer, music server, DAC, and audio preamp all in one. The ALTAIR, 
equipped with AURALiC's multiple award-winning Lightning streaming technology, brings you a 
new, exciting and easy way to discover multiple music sources to listen to your favorite music — 
without "Audiophile clutter". And its controllable via your iPad, iPhone or Android 
 
This is also an extremely cost-effective system for anyone who values the highest listening 
quality in music, yet is extremely easy to use — you don't have to be an “Audiophile" to set up 
— or use!  
 
Along with the ALTAIR, we will be showcasing the new Canton Reference K speakers for 
optimum listening pleasure.  
 
 
 
Upgrade your listening experience by joining us as we welcome in the newest, feature-packed 
AURALiC streaming DAC, the ALTAIR, at Sight+Sound Gallery. It’s a summer celebration of 
Atlanta Hi-Fi audio at Sight+Sound Gallery, and we want YOU to join in on the AudioTactics 
experience. And don’t think this is a “Boy’s Toy”-only event. Fellas, bring your gal. Ladies, come 



by yourselves — or bring your man. You’ll find out more about the latest cool gadgets — but you 
can easily use & enjoy. It’s more fun for everyone! 
 
We want YOU to join in on Sight+Sound Gallery's AudioTactics Summer Streaming Series! 
 
When: Saturday, July 16th  
Time: 5pm - 8pm  
Where: Sight+Sound Gallery  
 


